Project architect and management
Design and project management by Waverley Council.

Project cost
Rotary Club Bondi Junction Inc. donated $20,000 and contributed a further $40,000 under the NSW Government’s Participation and Facility Grant Program, which they received at the strong recommendation of Gabrielle Upton MP.
The total cost of the project is approximately $215,000. This includes the fitness equipment, rubber softfall, associated landscape and a drinking fountain.

Project timeline
Construction commences: 25 June 2014
Construction complete: early September 2014

What works are being carried out?
The project involves the removal of the existing 160sqm fitness station and the construction of a new 363sqm fitness station and associated landscape.

What will the new fitness station include?
- custom designed timber and steel equipment
- seating, shade planting and drinking fountain
- new rubber softfall
- minor drainage works
- the new fitness station will be universally accessible.

Why did the fitness station need to be upgraded?
The equipment did not meet the community’s needs or Australian Standards for safety. The new station has been appropriately designed to suit the site and principles of the Bondi Park, Beach and Pavilion Plan of Management.

Has the community been consulted with?
Yes, there were two consultation sessions in August last year. Members of the project team met with the community and asked them to fill out a survey, which was also available online. Over 100 responses were received all with valuable suggestions and comments.

Were suggestions taken onboard?
Yes, based on the feedback, two design options were developed and sent to the surveyed group to invite further comments. The project team also met with a focus group who provided detailed suggestions.
The final design incorporates feedback from the surveyed group and the focus group.

Are there other fitness stations close by that I can use while this one is closed?
Yes, there are a number of fitness stations in the Waverley area and neighbouring suburbs. These include:
- small fitness stations along the Bondi to Bronte coastal walk, located between Marks Park and Tamarama Park
- Waverley Park, next to Council Chambers on Bondi Road
- Dudley Page Reserve, Dover Heights
- Queens Park, Centennial Parklands.

Where can I go for further updates / information?
You can also contact Glen Carter, Project Manager on 8306 3615.